GHOST LOCATIONS OF EL PASO
The following are locations that we have been told by people or
have read about them. GHOST-EP has not checked all of them or
has not yet been able to go to the location to prove that some thing
paranormal exists.

1. El Paso High School: According to legend, a girl slit her
wrists and then jumped off of a balcony, the entrance of
which is now closed off to the public. The hallway to the
balcony has been walled off. In the area of the balcony many
people have reported seeing unexplained mist and fog, as
well as seeing a strange, viscous substance on the ceiling.
2. Loretto Academy – A Nun imprisoned in the tower
without food or water for becoming pregnant seeks the
sisters who sentenced her to death.
3. **Southwestern General Hospital – it’s said to say a
maintenance worker or a nurse was crushed to death by the
elevator and has been seen by several workers and their
guest staying at the hospital. Children have also been
reported to be running around between floors. (For more
info go to our web page)
4. **Plaza Theater – Stories of people seeing a young girl
playing near the stairs, a man smoking near the restrooms
located bottom floor just vanishes in thin air, to people
setting in the theater top floor.

Types Of Haunting
Residual Ghosts
With this classification there isn't any form of interaction at all. It
is believed to be a series of past events played over and over in an
endless loop. These events can have a set day and time known as
an “Anniversary Imprint". They may be just as random as the
previous form but can’t respond or interact. It is believed that the
spirit might also have no idea that it is dead and a ghost.
Intelligent Ghosts
An intelligent haunting is a haunting in which the spirit can and
will interact and often communicate with the client and or
investigators. This type of haunting occurs sometimes, this is not
the most common form of haunting but will be encountered more
than most other forms.
Poltergeists
These are perhaps the most frightening of all types of entities.
They might displays sensational interaction with the physical
environment, and manifests only when a specific individual or
individuals are present
This means that it will cause such a disturbance that normal
everyday life will become impossible. It is necessary to
remember that this form of haunting is extremely rare

GHOST GUIDE LINES

5. Chase Building: Red lights can be seen on the top floor
of this building from a distance, along with the sight of a
woman wearing a red dress, on the top floor.

1.

Never go ghost hunting alone and never wander off
from your team. There are many reasons for this but
Safety is our main concern.

6. Museum of Modern Art: Montana Street, Old museum
location. The sight of an old woman gazing from a top floor
window has been seen. Other paranormal occurrences
include moaning sounds from the basement, doors opening
and closing, flickering lights.

2.

Do not trespass it is not worth it. You can be place in
jail or even worse; hurt or killed.

3.

Use your mind and common sense. Those are the
best tools any person can have.

4.

Never provoke them. Respect is a must.

5.

A ghost may be attached to an object. So don’t steal
or take anything from it place. It’s against the law
anyways.

7. Building 54 Fire Station #1: The ghost loves to slam
doors, turn on lights, and walk between the engines at night
toward the old horse tower. He must have been a dedicated
firefighter, because he's been known to try to get on the
trucks when a call comes in. When he gets particularly
bothersome, the living firefighters tell him, "You can go
home now, your shift is over," and he'll leave them alone for
the night.

6.

Not every location is haunted. So try to find a reason
for the stories. Do a historical background check of
the area and location before you go; you may be
surprise on what you can find.

7.

Have Fun! Why do some thing that you do not want
to do

There are more locations in El Paso that claim to be haunted.
Feel Free to Contact us at any time.

*GHOST EP has done an Investigation at location.
** GHOST EP has captured some type of evidence.

Did You Know …
"I have been at work for some time
building an apparatus to see if it is
possible for personalities which have
left this earth to communicate with us."
The words of the great inventor Thomas
Edison in an interview in the October,
1920 issue of The American Magazine.
The White House has a reputation of being haunted. On the
“Rosie O'Donnell Show, Hilary Clinton noted: "It's neat. It can
be a little creepy. You know, they think there's a ghost there. It is
a big old house, and when the lights are out it is dark and quiet
and any movement at all catches your attention."
With that said; Abraham Lincoln was renowned for his belief in
the supernatural, so it was no surprise that his spirit appeared
numerous times around the White House to prove his point.
Residents and guests have reported knocks on doors, stomping
down corridors and mooching round rooms.
1. Haunted City: New Orleans, Louisiana- The city is full of
haunted mansions, taverns, and graveyards and you can’t go far
without hearing stories of cursed pirate ships, Civil War-era
spirits, and voodoo hexes.

The Chinnery Photo, 1959 - Mrs. Mabel Chinnery decided to
finish off the roll of film by taking a picture of her husband
seated in the car. When the roll was developed, a female figure
appeared, sitting in the back seat. Mrs. Chinnery and several
family members insist that the female figure is that of her
mother, who appears to have taken her customary place in the
back seat and is patiently waiting to be driven home. A
photographic expert examined the print and declared it to be
neither a reflection nor a double exposure.

GHOST TOOLS OF THE TRADE

GHOST-EP is organized to bring diverse ways of
thinking to capture many types of phenomena. Our
method of collecting evidence will be as close to a
scientific method as possible. We will also keep in
mind that a true scientific method is not possible.

K2 EMF Meter -The K-II EMF meter is
calibrated at 60 Hz. However it measures
frequencies from 30 to 20,000 Hz. This makes
the meter unique and is one of the reasons it has
been used with such amazing results in ghost hunting. The wide range
covered by the K-II EMF meter ensures that you do not miss any energy
emitted by a suspected ghost. No one has so far been able to pin down
which frequency the spirit world dwells or communicates in. Therefore,
using the K2 EMF meter optimizes your possibility to capture indications
of paranormal activity.

Examples of Dust Orbs

Mission
The goal of our approach will be to validate or help
our client understand what is happening on their
property. We will have communication with our
clients prior, during and after all investigations. We
will never ask our clients for money.

Digital Voice Recorder - Digital voice
recorders are a key tool in the
paranormal investigator's arsenal for
capturing EVPs (electronic voice
phenomena). Normally if you don’t
hear it is possible that the voice recorder
will pick it up.
Sound Amplifier - Sonic Super Ear
Personal Sound Amplifier (Model 5200)
Provides up to 50+ decibels of ambient
sound amplification. Maximum output of
107dB.Frequency response 100 to 14000
hertz. Solid state microelectronic circuitry
requires only a single 1.5 AAA alkaline battery for up to 30 hours
of operation. Premium stereo headphones deliver clear, crisp
sound, particularly in the human voice range.

Our services and investigations will always be free.

Orbs are flash reflections off some airborne particle
of dust. Orb photos undoubtedly can be explained
away as such.

Examples of Insects

IR Cameras and DVR SYSTEM We use IR (infrared) cameras
during investigations for the same
reason we use camcorders: to catch
video evidence of visual paranormal
manifestations. Unlike the handheld
camcorders which night vision, which
we usually carry around with us throughout the investigation, IR
cameras are set up in single locations reported to have the most
paranormal activity. Because IR cameras record infrared rather
than visual light, they provide much clearer video at a higher
resolution than camcorders while filming in the dark. One
drawback to the IR camera, however, is that it only records video,
not audio, and so it doesn’t have the potential to capture possible
EVPs (electronic voice phenomena) like its camcorder
counterpart.
There are so many different tools that one can use in this
field. Remember there is no manual on how to do this.
Beware equipment scams that claim to show you where you
can find a ghost. Example Ghost Radar AP; It even states it
should be used for entertainment purposes. It’s a
Smartphone AP enough said.

